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1.3

Why we need a Development Plan

1.1

Introduction

In announcing his gift of the park, Arthur Myers said
“The surroundings of our people should not only be
healthy from every point of view, but also as far as possible, the beautiful both in art and nature should enter into
them. Nature should be brought as near to our citizens and
their children as possible in a town”.

“Parks need to compete with the technology and games
that kids are inundated with - they need to be fun” notes
Peter Harnik, The Trust for Public Land, Director of the
Centre for City Park Excellence.

The purpose of the Myers Park Development Plan is to establish
a set of best practice guiding principles and design ideas for any
further development on or surrounding the park. Auckland Council
recognises the importance of this park for its historical significance as
a ‘green lung’ and as a valuable pedestrian connection between the
Karangahape Road Precinct and the Aotea Precinct. It also provides an
important open space for local residents, particularly children.
The park was initially developed in 1913 with only a few alterations
made since that time. That plan served the city well, but there is a
need to revitalise the space so that it responds to the changing needs
of a growing and culturally diverse city. Particular attention will be
given to increasing visibility, physical safety and awareness of Myers
Park as a pleasant, quiet and safe inner-city park regardless of time
of day.
This historic park is approaching its 100-year anniversary and the
Waitemata Local Board is passionate about fulfilling the original
intent of the park’s creator, former mayor Arthur Myers, who donated
the land.

Figure 1: Myers Park Map. Auckland Council Archives, 8th January 1919
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2.3

Public open day

2.1

Research study

Purpose of the research study:

•

To achieve a well-informed Myers Park Development Plan it was
necessary to find out how the community, park-users and key
stakeholders currently use and perceive the park, and how they
would like to use it in the future. Listening to the concerns and future
aspirations of these groups gives us confidence that the ideas and
recommendations in this plan are well-grounded, and will resonate
with all Aucklanders who use the park.

•
•

Through the research study we consulted:
•

A sample of the community, park users and key stakeholders
including those representing the homeless, residents,
businesses, parents with children and education groups.

What we heard from the research study:
There is a great deal of goodwill towards Myers Park amongst its users.
It delivers many benefits to visitors including:

• a quiet green space to escape the city
• somewhere to bring children to play
• a pleasant and effective thoroughfare

What people would like to retain in Myers Park:
•
•

•
•

The contour, flat space and areas that allow multi-use in the
park.
The quality of thoroughfare between key areas of the city.
Its green nature, Edwardian character of plantings (Phoenix
Palms) and specimen trees.
Edges that are not bordered by high-rise buildings.
Historical buildings (with rejuvenation).

What people would like to see developed in Myers Park:
Minimise Barriers to Use
• Reduce anti-social behaviour and improve safety.
• Improve the visual and functional access to the park.
• Increase maintenance and prune vegetation.
• Minimise or manage dilapidated, unattractive or inactive edges
to the park.
Encourage Use (longer and more frequent visits)
• Celebrate the heritage of the park.
• Retain and express education in the park.
• Improve facilities – especially in relation to children.
• Improve partnerships with surrounding schools, businesses and
residents.
• Improve biodiversity.
Enliven Myers Park
• Make Myers Park a destination through events etc.
• Upgrade existing facilities e.g. art/coffee in the park.
• Activate or improve edge treatments of buildings,
fences and site edges.

Play space as a central function within the park.
A sense of discovery and surprise within the park
(a ‘hidden gem’).
Figures 2 & 3: World Cafe (research study tour) of Myers Park, 2012
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2.2

Stakeholder consultation

Purpose of the stakeholder consultation:

What we heard from stakeholder consultation:

Public safety:

The stakeholders we consulted throughout the Myers Park
Development Plan process represented groups and organisations
that have broad-ranging interests and associations with the park.
Collectively, their input gave us an understanding of the historic and
existing uses of the park (both good and bad), allowing a platform for
new ideas.

Access and entrances:

•

•

•

We consulted with various stakeholders including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waitemata Local Board
Iwi
K’ Road Business Association
Auckland Kindergarten Association
NZ Police
Kadimah School
CBD Advisory Board
CCS Disability Action
New Zealand Historic Places Trust
Auckland Tourism, Events and Economic Development Limited
Auckland Council officers from Heritage, CBD Transformation,
Parks, Sport and Recreation, Public Arts, Events, Community
Development and Safety, and the Built Environment Unit.

•
•
•
•

Integration of the Mayoral Drive underpass into the park and an
upgrade of the access points either side are seen as an integral part
of any successful improvement of the park.
Linkages to Aotea Square and Queen Street should be reinforced.
The existing car park west of the Kindergarten can be used by
public after 7pm. Public use should be excluded to keep cars away
from the centre of the park.
Many drivers speed when driving down the access road to the
Kindergarten car park and pick up/drop off area – options to
improve this should be investigated.
Improvements to accessibility generally should be investigated.

Vegetation:
•
•
•

The large (mainly evergreen and protected) trees are perceived as
an issue by creating dark areas and interrupting sight lines.
A vegetation management plan/succession plan should be created,
which would consider potential issues with trees and vegetation in
a mature state.
Food source for native birds should be considered when the
location, type and extent of vegetation is being planned.

•
•
•

Improvements to the park will lead to a better public perception,
which will increase activity and thereby public safety.
The Rugby World Cup Fan Trail brought more activity and
temporary lighting into Myers Park which led to the perception of
the park being safer.
Anti-social behaviour tends to gravitate from Karangahape Road
down into the park.
75% of all offences in Myers Park are committed at night time.
More activity in the park will help to prevent anti-social behaviour.

Cultural input:
•
•
•
•

Water is seen as an important element in the park, due to the
historical presence of the Waihorotiu stream.
Options to acknowledge the former Waihorotiu Stream and treat
stormwater on-site through rain gardens or other low impact
design measures should be investigated.
Additional signage highlighting park entrances and interpretive
signage in regard to both the site’s and park’s history should be
provided.
Any upgrade of the playground should consider the integration of
cultural references to the pre-European history, and use water as
a feature.

Park use and play:
•

•
•

The size of the playground has been reduced from its original state
over the years, due to a change in the demographics of nearby
residents - to fewer families with children. There is currently a shift
back to more families with children within the CBD, and support
generally for a larger playground.
The development plan should aim to make the park a destination
within Auckland’s CBD.
The playground and splash pool used to be integral components of
the park’s design and the development plan should aim to reinstate
this historical connection.

Myers Park Development Plan September 2012
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2.3

Public open day

Purpose of the public open day:

Park user and play

Following background research, stakeholder consultation and
formulation of the bubble diagram, a public open day was held, to
present the results to the local community in an informal and friendly
setting.

•

Who attended the public open day:

•

Over 100 members of the community - mainly local residents attended the public open day. They enjoyed tea and cake while taking
in the presentation, asking questions and discussing their ideas. They
were then encouraged to fill out questionnaire forms at the end.
Some people who could not attend the open day visited the web page
instead and gave their feedback by email.

•

The grassed area uphill of the ‘splash pad’ is highly valued for
picnicking, relaxing during lunch breaks etc - many people did not
want this area taken up by a playground.
The idea of water play is well supported, although some issues
regarding safety were raised.
Broad support for the park focus to be a place for children and
families.

Heritage buildings
•
•
•

A mix of ideas for the caretaker’s building were raised, including
café, information centre, education etc.
Better integration of the kindergarten building into the park is well
supported.
Kiosk a very popular idea for the changing shed.

What we heard from the public open day:
Access and entrances

Boundary and edge treatments

•

•

•
•

Strong support for entrance upgrades, in particular the Mayoral
Drive underpass and the Queen Street/Mayoral Drive stairs
Suggestions for more accessible paths, particularly from Poynton
Terrace.
An entrance feature at the Queen Street entrance was well
supported..

Vegetation
•
•
•

Pruning/removal of vegetation for safety/amenity reasons widely
supported.
Support for more colour in the park through planting.
Mixed views on native vs. exotic planting.

•

Support for a mix of vegetated and artistic boundary and edge
treatments.
Concerns raised with regard to the blank facades of neighbouring
buildings.

Other feedback
•
•
•
•
•

Lighting and security improvements seen as very important.
Events in the park are encouraged.
An open space connection through the Lower Greys Avenue car
park to Aotea Square seen as very important.
Art, signage and sculpture in the park is well supported.
More seating and picnic tables recommended.

Figures 4 - 6: Myers Park Development Plan public open day at Myers
Kindergarten, 2012
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Figure 73: Australian Red Cedar/Toona Australis, 2012

Figure 74: Moreton Bay Fig/Ficus Macrophylla, 2012

Figure 75: Monkey Hand Tree/Chiranthodendron pentadactylon, 2012
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Artists Impression of upgraded play facilities and wetland play features
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Artists Impression of a ‘restored’ splash play area
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Figure 94: Myers Kindergarten , 2012
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6.0 Development Plan
		Part B - Built form surroundings
6.1

Built form surroundings

7.0 Development Plan
		Part C - Perception and participation
7.1

Perception and participation

7.1.3 Security

7.1.4 Public art

Safety and security are major contributors for promoting additional
park usage. There is a significant amount of anti-social behaviour in the
park, which acts as a deterrent for more positive uses. There are several
reasons why anti-social behaviour occurs in the park, including:

Myers Park has been the benefactor of sculptures that were gifted to
Auckland City - the first being the replica of Michelangelo’s Moses
at the bottom of the Poynton Terrace stairs, and more recently,the
Five Rams sculpture located near the Mayoral Drive underpass. These
sculptures do not appear to have strong relationships with the park
or many of its users, often evoking feelings of familiarity and vague
curiosity rather than piquing a strong interest or inspiration.

•
•
•
•
•

inactive building edges, and few passive surveillance opportunities;
‘hiding places’ in the park created by overgrown vegetation;
a lack of visibility from surrounding streets;
minimal enforcement of the liquor ban; and
insufficient lighting.

There are a number of measures that could be provided to help
overcome these safety issues, including:
•
•
•
•
•

improved lighting;
improved linkages to the surrounding streets;
pruning of overgrown vegetation to open up sight lines;
promotion of new development surrounding the park to provide
active edges and passive surveillance opportunities; and
improved relationships with the Police, local businesses and
residents to help report and address anti-social behaviours.

By bringing more people to the park through the upgrade of facilities
and additional events will also help to deter anti-social behaviour.
After-hours vehicle control and security patrols could also be provided
as other measures are introduced.

More recently, Council’s public art team coordinated the installation
of Little Critters, which involves sculptures of native birds hidden and
disguised by rubbish – a cardboard box, a paper bag etc. Unlike the
earlier installations, these sculptures have a more direct relationship
with the park and its environment; evocative of the natural stream
ecology since piped and buried under layers of rubbish – discarded
and unwanted by its human inhabitants. Invariably, the question ‘why
is there a paper bag on top of the bird?’ is asked, particularly but
not always by children. The birds invite discussion, exploration and
discovery. Their scale is child-friendly and they provide opportunities
for interaction – there are holes in the cardboard box to look through
and they can be touched. They draw people from the street into
the park, a possibility that could be further explored through the
installation of more similarly themed sculptures in the future.
As well as sculpture, it is recognised that the large expanses of blank
facades that currently front the park edges provide opportunities for
public art. Particularly towards the northern and southern ends of
the park, where there is a more distinct ‘urban’ character, there are
opportunities for street art, such as that which adorns the walls in St
Kevin’s Arcade. The entrances to the park also provide opportunities
for art installations, which will help to draw the eyes of passers-by and
provide landmarks for orientation and navigation. The centre of the
park’s focus is more on children and public art here should provide an
element of ‘discovery’ suitable for their ages. All future public art in or
surrounding the park should be well considered, taking into account
the guiding principles for park development (section 4.0).

Figure 112: (top left) Marble copy of Michelangelos Moses in Myers Park gifted to the city by Milne & Choyce
ca. 1971.
Figure 113 and 114: Hau te Kapakapa, the Flapping Wind, Myers Park. Rachel Walters, 2011.

Figure 111: Miami Beach Soundscape, West 8, 2010
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7.1.5 Accessibility and usability

7.1.6 Involving the community

Be. accessible undertook an accessibility assessment of Myers Park
in July 2012. The resulting report (included in the appendices) found
that there were some short-term, medium-term and longer-term
improvements that could be made to help improve the accessibility
and usability of the park. These include:

It is important that Auckland Council foster good relationships with
local residents, businesses and stakeholder groups. Good relationships
create clear lines of communication for any issues to be resolved, as
well as encouraging new ideas and initiatives that could benefit the
park. In this regard, it is recommended that a ‘Friends of Myers Park’
group be established as a potentially valuable resource to promote and
advocate for the future development and management of the park.

•
•
•

installing handrails on existing stairs
installing threshold ramps to seats and the toilet entrances
installing directional and accessible signage throughout the park.

It is very important that these improvements be made as they will
greatly increase many peoples ability to access and enjoy the park. In
addition, other improvements could also be made, including a ‘stairless’
path to increase accessibility between the south end of the park and
surrounding streets – Poynton Terrace, Pitt Street and Karangahape
Road. Due to obstructing private land holdings, this potential access
will require ongoing consultation with neighbouring landowners to
make it a reality, in conjunction with future development.
All new stairs and paths in the park should be designed to be as
accessible as possible, taking into consideration gradients, widths,
step dimensions and the requirements for handrails. Other new assets
including furniture, drinking fountain and play features should also be
made as usable as possible in their layout and design. All new signage
should be understandable as possible for a range of ages, abilities and
cultures, possibly incorporating QR codes for language translation.

Figure 115: Stairs at Robson Street in Vancouver. Designed by Arthur Erickson, 1979.
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Figure 116: DIGGING IN - Christchurch City Council’s volunteer replanting programme at South New Brighton
Park. The Press, New Zealand, 2012
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